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Safety Notes
WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, and NOTES contained in this manual emphasize critical instructions
as follows:

!

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in personal injury or environmental contamination.

!

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in damage to the equipment.

WARNING

CAUTION



Important information that should not be overlooked.

NOTE

Electrical Safety
Hazardous voltages are present in the analyzer housings when power is applied to the system.
Always shut down power source(s) before performing maintenance or troubleshooting. Only a
qualified electrician should make electrical connections and ground checks.
Any use of the equipment in a manner not specified by the manufacturer may impair the safety
protection originally provided by the equipment.

Grounding
Instrument grounding is mandatory. Performance specifications and safety protection are void
if instrument is operated from an improperly grounded power source.



Verify ground continuity of all equipment before applying power.

NOTE

Sample Gas

!

WARNING

Potential hazards of the sample gas should be taken into consideration before connecting the
sample to the analyzer. Personal protective equipment and proper ventilation should be used if
sample gas is toxic, flammable, or corrosive. Check the sample line and all connections for leaks
before powering up. Consult plant safety personnel for appropriate exhaust venting guidelines
for specific sample gas type.
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Warning Labels
These symbols may appear on the instrument in order to alert you of existing conditions.

PROTECTIVE CONDUCTOR TERMINAL
(BORNIER DE L’ECRAN DE PROTECTION)
Schutzerde
CAUTION - Risk of electric shock
(ATTENTION-RISQUE DE DÉCHARGE ÉLECTRIQUE)
Achtung - Hochspannung Lebensgefahr
CAUTION - Refer to accompanying documents
(ATTENTION-SE RÉFERER AUX DOCUMENTS JOINTS)
Achtung (Beachten Sie beiliegende Dokumente)
CAUTION - Hot Surface
(ATTENTION-SURFACE CHAUDE)
Achtung - Heiße Oberfläche

Environmental Information (WEEE)
This AMETEK product contains materials that can be reclaimed and recycled. In some cases
the product may contain materials known to be hazardous to the environment or human
health. In order to prevent the release of harmful substances into the environment and to
conserve our natural resources, AMETEK recommends that you arrange to recycle this product when it reaches its “end of life.”
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) should never be disposed of in a municipal waste system (residential trash). The Wheelie Bin marking on this product is a reminder
to dispose of the product properly after it has completed its useful life and been removed
from service. Metals, plastics and other components are recyclable and you can do your part
by one of the following these steps:
•

When the equipment is ready to be disposed of, take it to your local or regional waste collection administration for recycling.

•

In some cases, your “end-of-life” product may be traded in for credit towards
the purchase of new AMETEK instruments. Contact your dealer to see if this
program is available in your area.

•

If you need further assistance in recycling your AMETEK product, contact
our office listed in the front of the instruction manual.
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Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)

!

CAUTION

Read and follow the recommendations in this section to avoid performance variations or damage to the internal circuits of this equipment when installed in harsh electrical environments.

The various configurations of the 3050 AM Moisture Analyzer should not produce, or fall victim
to, electromagnetic disturbances as specified in the European Union’s EMC Directive. Strict
compliance to the EMC Directive requires that certain installation techniques and wiring practices are used to prevent or minimize erratic behavior of the Analyzer or its electronic neighbors.
Below are examples of the techniques and wiring practices to be followed.
In meeting the EMC requirements , the various Analyzer configurations described in this manual rely heavily on the use of metallic shielded cables used to connect to the customer ’s equipment and power. Foil and braid shielded I/O and DC power cables are recommended for use in
otherwise unprotected situations. In addition, hard conduit, flexible conduit, and armor around
non-shielded wiring also provides excellent control of radio frequency disturbances. However,
use of these shielding techniques is effective only when the shielding element is connected to
the equipment chassis/earth ground at both ends of the cable run. This may cause ground loop
problems in some cases. These should be treated on a case-by-case basis. Disconnecting one
shield ground may not provide sufficient protection depending on the electronic environment.
Connecting one shield ground via a 0.1 microfarad ceramic capacitor is a technique allowing
high frequency shield bonding while avoiding the AC-ground metal connection. In the case of
shielded cables the drain wire or braid connection must be kept short. A two-inch connection
distance between the shield’s end and the nearest grounded chassis point, ground bar or terminal is highly recommended. An even greater degree of shield performance can be achieved by
using metallic glands for shielded cable entry into metal enclosures. Expose enough of the braid/
foil/drain where it passes through the gland so that the shield materials can be wrapped backwards onto the cable jacket and captured inside the gland, and tightened up against the metal
interior.
Inductive loads connected to the low voltage “Alarm Contacts” are not recommended. However,
if this becomes a necessity, adhere to proper techniques and wiring practices. Install an appropriate transient voltage suppression device (low voltage MOV, “Transzorb,” or R/C) as close as
possible to the inductive device to reduce the generation of transients. Do not run this type of
signal wiring along with other I/O or DC in the same shielded cable. Inductive load wiring must
be separated from other circuits in conduit by using an additional cable shield on the offending
cable.
In general, for optimum protection against high frequency transients and other disturbances, do
not allow installation of this Analyzer where its unshielded I/O and DC circuits are physically
mixed with AC mains or any other circuit that could induce transients into the Analyzer or the
overall system. Examples of electrical events and devices known for the generation of harmful
electromagnetic disturbances include motors, capacitor bank switching, storm related transients,
RF welding equipment, static, and walkie-talkies.
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SPECIAL WARNINGS AND INFORMATION
EQUIPMENT USED IN CLASS I, DIVISION 2 HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS

This equipment is suitable for Use in Class I, Division 2, Groups ABCD (UL1604/
CSA#213) and general purpose areas only.

!

WARNING

!

Avertisse-

Explosion Hazard - Substitution of Components May Impair Suitability for Class I, Division
2.

Risque d’explosion - La substitution de composants peut rendre ce materiel inacceptable pour
les emplacements de Classe I, Division 2.

Refer to the “Safety Critical Components” in the Spare Parts list in
section 7 of this manual.

!

Explosion Hazard - Do Not Disconnect Equipment Unless Power Has Been Switched Off or
the Area is Known to be Non-Hazardous.
WARNING

!

Risque d’explosion - Avant de déconnecter l’équipement, coupez le courant où vous assurez
que l’emplacement est designé non dangereux.

Avertisse-

All input and output wiring must be in accordance with Class I, Division 2 wiring methods (NEC
Sec 501.4(b) or CEC 18-152) (UL1604/CSA#213) and in accordance with the authority having
jurisdiction.

Dryer Warning

!

WARNING

When removing and installing dryers, please follow all handling guidelines provided in the
MSDS (located in the back of the manual). When shipping the analyzer with the dryers installed, consult the MSDS for appropriate shipping information and instructions.
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WARRANTY AND CLAIMS
We warrant that any equipment of our own manufacture or manufactured for us pursuant to our specifications which shall not be, at the time of shipment thereof by or for us, free from defects in material
or workmanship under normal use and service will be repaired or replaced (at our option) by us free of
charge, provided that written notice of such defect is received by us within twelve (12) months from date
of shipment of portable analyzers or within eighteen (18) months from date of shipment or twelve (12)
months from date of installation of permanent equipment, whichever period is shorter. All equipment
requiring repair or replacement under the warranty shall be returned to us at our factory, or at such other
location as we may designate, transportation prepaid. Such returned equipment shall be examined by us
and if it is found to be defective as a result of defective materials or workmanship, it shall be repaired or
replaced as aforesaid. Our obligation does not include the cost of furnishing any labor in connection with
the installation of such repaired or replaced equipment or parts thereof, nor does it include the responsibility or cost of transportation. In addition, instead of repairing or replacing the equipment returned to us
as aforesaid, we may, at our option, take back the defective equipment, and refund in full settlement the
purchase price thereof paid by Buyer.
Process photometric analyzers, process moisture analyzers, and sampling systems are warranted to
perform the intended measurement, only in the event that the customer has supplied, and AMETEK has
accepted, valid sample stream composition data, process conditions, and electrical area classification prior
to order acknowledgment. The photometric light sources are warranted for ninety (90) days from date of
shipment. Resale items warranty is limited to the transferable portion of the original equipment manufacturer’s warranty to AMETEK. If you are returning equipment from outside the United States, a statement
should appear on the documentation accompanying the equipment being returned declaring that the
goods being returned for repair are American goods, the name of the firm who purchased the goods, and
the shipment date.
The warranty shall not apply to any equipment (or part thereof) which has been tampered with or altered
after leaving our control or which has been replaced by anyone except us, or which has been subject to
misuse, neglect, abuse or improper use. Misuse or abuse of the equipment, or any part thereof, shall be
construed to include, but shall not be limited to, damage by negligence, accident, fire or force of the elements. Improper use or misapplications shall be construed to include improper or inadequate protection
against shock, vibration, high or low temperature, overpressure, excess voltage and the like, or operating
the equipment with or in a corrosive, explosive or combustible medium, unless the equipment is specifically designed for such service, or exposure to any other service or environment of greater severity than
that for which the equipment was designed.
The warranty does not apply to used or secondhand equipment nor extend to anyone other than the
original purchaser from us.
THIS WARRANTY IS GIVEN AND ACCEPTED IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION AND WARRANTIES OF FITNESS OR
OF MERCHANTABILITY OTHER THAN AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH HEREIN, AND OF ALL OTHER
OBLIGATIONS OR LIABILITIES ON OUR PART. IN NO EVENT SHALL WE BE LIABLE UNDER THIS
WARRANTY OR ANY OTHER PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT FOR ANY ANTICIPATED OR LOST
PROFITS, INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, TIME CHANGES OR ANY OTHER
LOSSES INCURRED BY THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER OR ANY THIRD PARTY IN CONNECTION
WITH THE PURCHASE, INSTALLATION, REPAIR OR OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT, OR ANY PART
THEREOF COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY OR OTHERWISE. WE MAKE NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY WARRANTIES OF FITNESS OR OF MERCHANTABILITY, AS TO ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER’S EQUIPMENT, WHETHER SOLD SEPARATELY OR IN CONJUNCTION WITH EQUIPMENT OF OUR MANUFACTURE. WE DO NOT AUTHORIZE
ANY REPRESENTATIVE OR OTHER PERSON TO ASSUME FOR US ANY LIABILITY IN CONNECTION
WITH EQUIPMENT, OR ANY PART THEREOF, COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY.
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3050-RM MOISTURE ANALYZER

Overview
The Model 3050-RM Moisture Analyzer reliably measures moisture concentrations in a variety of industrial and UHP gases, using a quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) sensor. The calibrated range of the analyzer is 0 to
2500 PPMV. The QCM-sensor technology used in this analyzer is compatible with Air, argon, butane, carbon dioxide, ethane, ethene, Freon 12,
Freon 22, Freon 32, Freon 114, Freon 116, Freon 125, Freon 134A, Freon
152, helium, hydrogren, krypton, natural gas, neon, nitrogen, oxygen,
propane, propene, SF6, and xenon. Carbon dioxide requires a custom
sensor assembly. Please contact the factory to confirm compatibility with
other gases.

Figure 1-1.
3050-RM Moisture
Analyzer.
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Controller / Communications
All analyzer functions are controlled by microprocessors housed within
the analyzer. These include:


One fully configurable analog output (4 to 20 mA) that can be selfpowered or externally powered.



Three alarm contacts (data valid, concentration alarm, and system
alarm).



One RS-232 or one RS-485 serial interface provides communication between the analyzer and your recording or data acquisition equipment.

The Model 3050-RM analyzer is configured, and analyzer parameters are
set, by using either the analyzer display, keypad and function keys, or using an external PC.


4-line x 20-character LCD display that provides moisture data, system
operating parameters, system messages, and alarm conditions.



An 18-button keypad on the front of the unit that is used to set or
change operating parameters and system values.



Serial interface to an external PC.

Contact Closure Signals
The analyzer provides the following contact closure signals:
System Alarm
Activates (contact opens) when a condition exists that makes analyzer
output questionable. Such conditions include:
- cell temperature alarm
- verify error
- battery alarm
Moisture Concentration Alarm
Activates (contact opens) when a moisture concentration exceeds the
programmed alarm levels.
Data Valid
Activates (contact opens) when any system alarm is present. Additionally, the contact will open when the analyzer is in a verification cycle.
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Moisture Sensor
Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM)
The 3050-RM analyzer uses a quartz crystal microbalance sensor to measure water vapor concentration. This is a piezoelectric device that is capable of extremely sensitive mass measurement. To make the QCM sensitive
to water vapor the surface is coated with a thin film of hygroscopic material. When gas flows through the sensor, the coating absorbs or desorbs
moisture, changing the natural resonance frequency of the crystal.

Gas measurement cycle
The gas measurement cycle is divided into two periods.


During the first period of the cycle, dry reference gas flows through
the sensor assembly and the frequency is recorded.



During the second period of the cycle, sample gas flows through the
sensor and a second measurement of the sensor frequency is recorded.



The difference between these two frequency measurements is known
as the delta frequency (∆ƒ). The ∆ƒ value is a function of the moisture
concentration in the sample gas.

Gas Flow
Sample system
The 3050-RM Moisture Analyzer sample system enables the analyzer to make
reliable water vapor measurements at concentrations down to 0.1 PPMV.
The sample system serves several purposes.
1.

It controls the sample conditions at the sensor assembly (e.g., flow
rate, temperature, pressure). Hence, the QCM-based sensor is isolated
from variations in the ambient conditions that would otherwise alter
the response characteristics of the sensor.

2.

The sample system is designed to continuously switch the sensor assembly between the sample gas and a dry reference gas. This sample
switching scheme yields both higher sensitivity and reduced drift in
the sensor readings.
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Sample flow
Normal operation of the Model 3050-RM analyzer uses an internal bypass,
which increases the response speed of the system. However, the 3050-RM
is capable of running in a gas-saver mode as well, which allows the analyzer to run on a sample volume of approximately 150 SCCM.
There are four separate sample paths in the 3050-RM analyzer manifold.


The first is a simple bypass that allows for an increased flowrate of
sample gas. This means that when you open the bypass valve (SV1),
you reduce the time required to equilibrate all portions of the sample
system that exist upstream of the bypass valve. A capillary tube,
located immediately downstream of SV1 (the coil shape in Figure 1-2),
limits the flow rate to approximately 1 standard liter per minute (the
exact value of the bypass flow is a function of the inlet pressure to the
analyzer).

Figure 1-2.
Flow schematic for the 3050-RM
sample manifold.
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Path 2 goes directly through a capillary tube, and on to a three-way
solenoid valve (SV2).



Paths 3 and 4 branch after the sample gas is passed through a dryer.
The fourth flowpath contains a small moisture permeation tube. Thus,
-

a portion of the flow through the analyzer is a bypass,

-

a portion of the flow is passed directly to the QCM sensor assembly (the sample leg),

-

the third portion is dried before passing to the QCM sensor (the
dry reference leg), and

-

the fourth flow path dries the gas and adds a controlled amount of
water vapor to the stream (the “moisture generator” leg).

Solenoid valves
The three-way solenoid valves (SV2, SV3, SV4) are used to select the gas
stream that is passed through the sensor; the remaining two streams are
passed to the vent. In normal operation of the 3050-RM, the analyzer
continuously cycles between the sample- and dry-reference gas streams.
This switching action modulates the water vapor concentration to which
the sensor is exposed. As such, the resonant frequency of the sensor crystal is modulated, decreasing as the sensor is exposed to the water vapor
in the sample stream, and increasing as the sensor is exposed to the dry
reference gas. The role of the permeation device (moisture generator) is
to provide an on-board means of checking the performance of the QCM
sensor. In the “generator mode”, the QCM sensor is alternately exposed to
the gas stream from the moisture generator and the dry reference stream.
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Verifying the Analyzer
The verify process is used to correct for aging characteristics of the sensor assembly and potential fouling of the sensor by components of the
sample stream. By measuring the response of the sensor to an internally
generated “moisture standard,” any variations in sensor performance can
be effectively compensated for. During the verification operation, a new
span factor is calculated for the sensor, and this value is then applied for
all subsequent readings.


NOTE

AMETEK recommends performing a verification cycle monthly.
However, no verification cycle should be performed during the startup
of the analyzer. It is recommended to allow the analyzer and internal
moisture generator to stabilize for a period of 24 hours after applying
power, before running a verification cycle.

Changing Gases
If you are selecting a different gas, the analyzer will need time to purge
the intenal volumes and to stabilize flow. To prevent false alarms from
occurring during this time, the display on the analyzer will read New Gas
and the analyzer will automatically purge itself. This purge period lasts
for forty minutes. During this period, the Data Valid contact is opened
and the flow alarms are suppressed.


NOTE

You can abort this purge process by pressing the Verify key, scrolling
to Abort and then pressing Enter. If the process is aborted, normal
sampling will resume after the completion of the current measurement cycle.

Dew/Frost Point Measurements
Dew point values are calculated from the moisture concentration measurements (PPMV) and the sample or process pressure. For temperatures
below 0 °C, the 3050-RM uses equations to determine the water vapor
pressure over ice, rather than over super-cooled water. Thus, the 3050-RM
reports a frost-point temperature consistent with the physical form of the
condensed phase in a real process stream.


Water in super-cooled liquid state will only exist as a transient species,
as the first bit of condensate starts to form on a smooth-chilled surface
(i.e., the true method of measuring a dew point).
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Given more time, the dew layer will turn to ice if the temperature is
below the freezing point.



While the frost-point temperature will be higher than the dew point
temperature, the exact magnitude of the difference will be a function
of both the pressure and dew/frost point temperature.

Another consideration, when using the 3050-RM analyzer to calculate
dew/frost point temperatures, is the sample or process pressure. The
range of process pressures allowed by the Model 3050-RM is restricted
for many sample gases. Many gases liquefy at relatively low pressures,
so calculating a dew/frost point temperature for these compounds has no
value. Therefore, the 3050-RM is designed to report an error condition,
the process pressure alarm, to alert the user to conditions that result in
ambiguous dew/frost point values.

Calculation of Dewpoint Values for Hydrocarbon
Streams
The calculation of dewpoint values for hydrocarbon streams is covered by
several standards. Because there are differences between the dewpoint
values calculated with the older North American standard (ASTM D1142,
which is based on the work published in IGT Research Bulletin #8) and
the new European standard (ISO 18453, which is based on the work presented in GERG-Water Correlation: GERG Technical Monograph TM14,
2001), AMETEK has provided a means of using either method in the
3050-RM product. Specifically, in the gas list we have cited two separate
entries for natural gas. The first entry is labeled “Natural Gas”, and will
provide dewpoint/frostpoint values consistent with ASTM D1142. The
second entry is labeled “Natural Gas GERG”, and will provide dewpoint/
frostpoint values consistent with ISO 18453. All other aspects of analyzer
performance are identical for both of the two natural gas listings.
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SPECIFICATIONS



All specifications subject to change without notice.

NOTE

Compatible Gases
Air, argon, Air, argon, butane, carbon dioxide, ethane, ethene, Freon 12,
Freon 22, Freon 32, Freon 114, Freon 116, Freon 125, Freon 134A, Freon 152,
helium, hydrogren, krypton, natural gas, neon, nitrogen, oxygen, propane, propene, SF6, and xenon. Carbon dioxide requires a custom sensor
assembly. Contact the factory to confirm compatibility with other gases.

!

CAUTION

Read the Dryer Warning in the “Special Warnings and Information”
section in the beginning of this manual for more information.

Range
Calibrated range of 0 to 2500 PPMV.

Limit of Detection
0.1 PPMV nominal

Accuracy
± 0.1 PPMV or ±10% of reading, whichever is greater

Response Time
Typical 63% of a step change in either direction in less than 5 minutes
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Sample Inlet Pressure Requirement
138 kPa to 345 kPa ( 20 PSIG to 50 PSIG )

Exhaust Pressure
0-103 kPa (0 to 15 PSIG)

Sample Flow Requirement
Approximately 150 SCCM in sample saver mode.
Approximately 1 SLPM with bypass open.

Inlet Gas Temperature
0 °C to 100 °C (32 °F to 212 °F)
Optimal results are obtained when inlet gas temperature is maintained at
60 °C (140 °F).

Outputs
4-line x 20-character LCD display
One 4 to 20 mA DC analog output
RS-232 / RS-485 serial port

Alarms/Alerts
Three independent contact closures of 30 VAC or 60 VDC maximum, 10 VA
or 1 A maximum, resistive for system alarm, moisture concentration alarm,
and data valid. All are fail-safe by default.
Alarms are available on RS-485 interface.

Environmental Conditions
5 °C to 50 °C (41 °F to 122 °F)
[Optimal performance in low-level applications is obtained when ambient temperature is maintained at a constant temperature (± 2 °C)]
90% RH maximum, noncondensing
IEC Pollution Degree 2
Maximum altitude 2,000 meters (6560 feet)
IEC Installation Category II
Indoor use only, IEC 529; IP40
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Utility Requirements
100-127 VAC 47-63 Hz, 185 W max OR
220-240 VAC, 47-63 Hz, 185 W max

Mounting
19-inch rack

Dimensions
Width:
Height:
Depth:

48 cm
13 cm
42 cm

(19 inches)
(5.25 inches)
(16.5 inches)

Net Weight
10.9 Kg

(24 lb.)

Approvals and Certifications
MET Certified to UL/CSA General Safety Requirements UL61010, CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 1010.1
Complies with UL1604 and CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 213
Class I, Division 2, Groups A, B, C, D, T4
Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive: EN61326-1 Industrial
Low Voltage Directive: EN61010-1
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INSTALLATION AND START-UP

!

Read this entire chapter before installing the 3050-RM analyzer.
Failure to do so may impair protection against fire, electric shock and
injury originally provided by this equipment. Do not use this analyzer in a manner not specified in this manual.

!

This equipment is suitable for use in Class 1, Division 2, Groups A
through D or Non-Hazardous locations only.

WARNING

WARNING

This chapter contains information on the installation and setup of the
3050-RM Moisture Analyzer including:
•

•

Analyzer Requirements:
-

Space Requirements

-

Utility Requirements

-

Electrical Requirements

-

Sample Temperature and Pressure Requirements

Installation Connections:
-

User-Supplied Items

-

Rear Panel Connections

-

Dryer Installation

-

Gas Connections

-

Electrical Connections

-

Communication Connections

-

Signal Connections

-

Analyzer Setup

-

Initial Startup
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Analyzer Requirements
Space Requirements
The 3050-RM Moisture Analyzer requires an area 48 cm wide x 13 cm high
x 42 cm deep (19” x 5.25” x 16.5”) plus rear clearance for analyzer connections and proper ventilation (Figures 3-1a, b and c). It should be located as
close to the sample tap as possible.

Figures 3-1a and b.
Model 3050-RM dimensions front (top) and rear (bottom).
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Figures 3-1c.
Model 3050-RM dimensions top and sides.
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Utility Requirements
Electrical requirements
The 3050-RM Moisture Analyzer must be installed in a general purpose or
Division 2 area. It does not have an On/Off power switch so power must
be applied through a circuit breaker switch at the AC source.


Power connection can be made using the supplied power cord(s) terminated with a locally approved wall socket plug, or



the analyzer can be hardwired.

Sample Temperature and Pressure Requirements
Inlet sample temperature:

0 °C to 100 °C ( 32 °F to 212 °F )

Optimum input gas temperature:

60 °C ± 5 °C ( 140 °F ± 9 °F )


NOTE

For optimum performance, sample line should be heat traced to maintain a constant sample temperature.

Minimum input pressure:

138 kPa ( 20 PSIG )

Maximum pressure:

345 kPa ( 50 PSIG )

If necessary, a pressure regulator can be installed at the main process
shut-off valve.
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Analyzer Installation

!

CAUTION

Consult plant safety personnel for appropriate exhaust venting guidelines for specific sample gas type.

User-Supplied Items
Interconnect Wiring
The user must supply all wiring for serial communication, analog
output, and alarm relays. Recommended wire is 22 gauge, twisted/
shielded pair.
External Sample Tubing

Sample input tubing length should be as short as possible.



-

For optimum performance, sample tubing should be thermally controlled to maintain a constant sample input temperature. Optimal
results are obtained with the sample line maintained at 60 °C.

-

Recommended sample gas input tubing is 1/8 inch OD, electro
polished 316L VAR stainless steel (AMETEK #257707000 or equivalent).

Exhaust pressure must be 0 – 15 PSIG.
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Figure 3-2.
Model 3050-RM rear panel connections
and inside of dryer compartment.

Rear Panel Connections and Interface Board
See Figures 3-2 and 3-3 for location of analyzer connections on rear panel
and interface board. Remove terminal cover to access interface board.
#

Item

Function

1

Power Conduit

Cable gland for analyzer power cord.

2

Signal Conduit

Cable gland for signal connections.

3

RS-232 Serial Port

User serial communications interface.
Serial wiring supplied by user. Observe
caution regarding use in hazardous locations.

4

Exhaust Fitting

Vent port for cell exhaust; 1/8-inch compression fitting.

5

Sample Inlet Fitting

Input port for sample gas; 1/8-inch compression fitting.

6

Power connector

Connect hot (1) and neutral (2) to power
connector and ground to chassis.
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7

Fuse Receptacle

2A 250V, time lag, T-type.

8

Line Voltage Selector

Select 120 or 240 volt line voltage.

9

RS-485 Terminator

RS-485 termination switch is on if the
analyzer is the only analyzer on line or
the last in a chain.

12

RS-485 Serial Port

User serial communications interface.
Serial wiring supplied by user.

10

Analog Output

4 to 20 mA output to user recording
equipment. Wiring supplied by user.

11

Alarm Contacts

Connections for: Data Valid, Concentration Alarm and System Alarm. Wiring
supplied by user.

Figure 3-3.
Model 3050-RM interface board connections.
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Installing the Dryer (Figures 3-4a and b)
Prior to operating the 3050-RM analyzer, the dryer must be installed. A
dryer is supplied with this analyzer. Make sure that you have the new
dryer and the new VCR gaskets available before beginning installation.

!

CAUTION

The amount of time that the dryer fitting is left open should be kept to
less than a minute to avoid damage to the device.

1.

On the right side of the rear of the analyzer is the dryer acess compartment (Figure 3-4).

2.

Loosen the four captured screws on the door of the compartment to
remove the door.

3.

If you have a single dryer analyzer, you must install the dryer in the
bottom position.


NOTE

Figure 3-4a.
Dryer locations for installation.
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An optional second dryer or contaminant trap is available. If you
have the two-dryer or dryer/trap version of the 3050-RM, follow the
instructions for the one-dryer operation and then repeat for the second
dryer or trap.

4.

Remove the dryer mounting screws that holds the dryer in place and
set them aside.

5.

Working with one dryer at a time to minimize the time that the device
is exposed to room air, remove the first dryer from its packaging.

6.

Loosen the 1/8 inch VCR fittings.

Figure 3-4b.
Inside dryer compartment.

7.

Using two of the dryer mounting screws, attach the dryer in the position (Figure 3-4b).

8.

Working quickly, install a new 1/8” VCR gasket in both of the fittings,
and tighten the two VCR nuts over the fittings until they are finger
tight.

9.

Tighten the nut an additional 1/8 turn.


NOTE

If you have a two-dryer or dryer/trap version of the analyzer, install
the second dryer or trap in the upper position now following the same
instructions.

10. Replace the dryer compartment cover.
11. The production codes for the dryers supplied with the analyzers have
been entered at the factory, so there is no need to enter them during
an initial startup of the analyzer. For all subsequent replacement/installations of replacement dryers, you will need to enter a production
code for the reference dryer (see details in Chapter 4).
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Gas Connections (Figure 3-5)
Install a main process shut-off valve and pressure regulator (recommended) at the sample tap. Locate the analyzer as close as possible to the
sample source.

!

CAUTION

The amount of time that the analyzer gas fittings are left open should
be kept to less than a minute.

1.

Remove the Swagelok caps from the sample inlet fitting (6) and exhaust fitting (5). Keep the fitting caps. If you have to ship the analyzer
or if it has to be disconnected for an extended period of time, reinstall
the caps.

2.

Connect the sample input tube to the analyzer sample inlet.

3.

Connect the exhaust tube to the analyzer exhaust. The exhaust must be
vented to an appropriate vent system.

4.

Check all sample input and exhaust fittings for leaks.

Figure 3-5.
3050-RM rear panel gas connections.
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Electrical Connections (Figure 3-6)

!

WARNING

This analyzer has an internal AC voltage selector that must be set
correctly to prevent damage. Only qualified service personnel may access the interior of the analyzer. If qualified service personnel are not
available, contact AMETEK service.

Voltage selection
The 3050-RM analyzer comes from the factory set to operate on 120 VAC.
If you must switch the setting to 240 VAC (or back to the 120 VAC setting),
follow the procedure below.

!

CAUTION

You must follow this procedure to prevent damage to/malfunction of
the analyzer.

1.

Ensure that the area is non-hazardous and the analyzer has been deenergized.

2.

Remove the terminal cover on back panel.

3.

Select 115 or 230 VAC on the voltage selector (10) located on the top
left-hand side of the user interface board.

4.

Replace terminal cover.

5.

Clearly mark the operating voltage on the rear panel analyzer serial
number label in the lower right-hand corner.

Figure 3-6.
115 / 230 voltage selection switch.
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Power connection
If the factory-supplied flexible power cord is not long enough or is not
compliant with local standards, a 3-meter European-type harmonized
power cord is also included.
Ensure that the area is safe and replace the power cord as follows:
1.

Disconnect the power from the analyzer and remove the rear panel
terminal cover.

2.

Unplug the power connector (Figure 3-7) and unscrew the two plug
screws that hold the “1” (LINE) and “2” (NEUTRAL) wires in place.

3.

Remove the ground wire from the threaded chassis stud (Figure 3-8).

Figure 3-7.
Remove 1 (L) and 2 (N).

4.

Loosen and remove the power cord strain relief cap with compression
bushing (1) (Figure 3-2) and pull out the power cord.

5.

Prepare the new power cord using the original cord as a guide:
-

6.

remove outer jacket,
measure length of wires,
strip lengths of wires,
ring connector termination, etc.

Feed the strain relief cap with compression bushing onto the new
cord and tighten securely as per original. If the new cord is a smaller
diameter than the original, consider using the alternate bushing that
is included with the European cord. Ensure that the power cord does
not slip when pulled or pushed from the outside.
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Figure 3-8.
Attach ground wire
to threaded chassis
stud.

7.

Reconnect 1 (L) and 2 (N) wires (Figure 3-7) by screwing in the two
plug screws. Make the ground connection to the threaded chassis stud
(Figure 3-8). Do not use the ground position on the power connector.
Plug in the power connector.

8.

Connect a proper, locally recognized plug or terminator to the end of
your cord.

9.

Replace rear cover.

10. Reconnect power.

Figure 3-9.
Communication
connections on the
3050-RM analyzer
interface board.

Communication Connections (Figure 3-9)
1.

Disconnect the power from the analyzer and remove the rear panel
terminal cover.

2.

Connect the 4 to 20 mA analog output (13) (see Figures 3-10a and
3-10b) and alarm and data valid terminals (14) on the interface board
to the analyzer through the metallic signal conduit (2) (Figure 3-2).
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3.

Connect the RS-232 or RS-485 serial communication to the analyzer.
The RS-485 connection, analog output and alarm/data valid contacts
share the same cable.

RS-485 communications
-

Turn on the RS-485 termination switch (11) Figure 3-9 if communicating with one analyzer or the last in a chain of analyzers.


NOTE

2-wire and 4-wire mode selection is performed using software.

4. Replace terminal cover.
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Signal Connections (4 to 20 mA )

Figure 3-10a.
Self-powered 4-20 mA
output connections.

Figure 3-10b.
Externally powered
4-20 mA output
connections.
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Overview of keypad
The Model 3050-RM Moisture Analyzer keypad (Figure 3-11) is used to access menus and sub-menus and system values for the function keys, and
to set-up your analyzer parameters.

Figure 3-11.
3050-RM analyzer keypad.

Function keys
Press one of the four function keys to access the main menu for that category as well as sub-menus and system values.
VERIFY

Used to define on-demand verify settings,
and initiate a verify cycle.

ALARM

Used to define alarm output settings.

ANALOG RANGE

Used to scale the 4 to 20 mA output in proportion to the moisture concentration.

TEST CONFIG

Used to define device and communication
settings.

Arrow Keys (2, 4, 6, 8)

Scroll up, down, left, and right through
menu items and system value lists.

Number Keys (0 through 9) Enter values. Use the (-) and (.) to enter
negative values or numbers that require a
decimal point.
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To highlight an item, scroll through the menu items until the small arrowheads point to your choice as shown in Figure 3-12. Up and down arrow
symbols displayed on the right-hand side of the screen indicate that there
are more menu items above or below the currently displayed items.

Figure 3-12.
Display showing
alarm sub-menu
with arrowheads for
highlighting menu
items.

Once a menu has been accessed, use the arrow keys to scroll through the
menu until the desired item is highlighted. Press enter to select the menu
item. Depending on the selected menu item, more menus will be displayed or data may be entered. Follow the instructions on the display.
Except where otherwise noted:
•

Press Enter

• Press Cancel
				

Save changes and return to previous menu.
To exit without saving when entering data.
(Any changes made will not be saved.)
To go back through previous levels, one level at a
time, until the display returns to the normal operation screen, when browsing the menu list.

Overview of display
The default display has four lines (Figure 3-13):
•
•
•
•

Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4

Sample concentration
Status message
Alarm message
Alarm value

There is also a series of dots after the “status” message that “beat” to indicate the analyzer is functioning.

Figure 3-13.
Default normal
operation display.
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Initial Start-Up
1.

Open the main sample shutoff valve at the source.

2.

Adjust the sample pressure (20 to 50 PSIG).

!

CAUTION

Maximum inlet pressure is 50 PSIG. Damage can occur if higher
pressures are introduced to the analyzer.

Figure 3-14.
Default normal operation screen.
Values are for example only.

3.

Turn on the AC power at the source. Boot-up information will appear
on the display followed by the operation screen (Figure 3-14).

4.

Once sample flow starts, the analyzer will be in the normal operating
mode. Lines 3 and 4 will flash various messages and alarm conditions
at start-up.

5.

Allow the analyzer to warm up for a minimum of 45 minutes.

Dry-down period
Sample must be flowing during the dry-down period. You should allow 1
to 3 days for the analyzer to dry down and stabilize. During this period,
the concentration value shown on the display and the data recorded from
output should show a steadily decreasing trend. System alarm messages
may be displayed during this period.
When the dry down is complete, the concentration value on the display
should be stable and the recorded data should have leveled off.


NOTE

If the concentration value is still decreasing after the initial dry down
period, allow additional dry down time.

The 3050-RM Moisture Analyzer is now fully operational with factory
default configuration of the analog output and concentration alarms.
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USER INTERFACE

The user interface consists of the display screen on the front of the 3050RM Moisture Analyzer and the keypad. Using a combination of the function keys, numbers, minus sign, and decimal point you can set the parameters for your analyzer.

Line 1 - Concentration

Line 2 - Status message

5.7 ppmv
Sampling . . .
High Concentration
5.0 ppmv Limit

Heartbeat

Line 3 - Alarm message
Line 4 - Alarm value

Figure 4-1.
Keypad and display for the 3050-RM
Moisture Analyzer.
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Figure 4-2.
Menu map for 3050-RM Moisture Analyzer.
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Verify Key
Use the Verify Key to define on-demand verifysettings.

VERIFY
Hold Outputs
Enable
Disable

Adjust Span
Enable
Disable

Verify

Figure 4-3.
Main menu for the Verify key.

Abort

Hold Outputs
Enable
Select this function to hold the output at the last valid reading during a
verify.
Disable
Select this function to allow the output to change during a verify.

Adjust Span
Enable
Select this function to adjust the span at the end of a verify cycle.
Disable
Select this function if you do not want to adjust the span.

Verify
This function initiates a verification cycle.

Abort
This function aborts a verify cycle and returns the analyzer to normal
operation.
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Alarm Key
Use the Alarm Key to define alarm output settings.

ALARM
High Limit

Enter Value

Low Limit

Enter Value

Enable Alarm

Enable
Disable

Figure 4-4.
Main menu for Alarm key.

High Limit
Enter the high limit value in moisture units selected.
Low Limit
Enter the low limit value in moisture units selected.
Enable Alarm
Select Enable or Disable to activate the moisture concentration alarm
relay.
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Range Key
Use the Range Key to define your 4 to 20 mA output setting.

RANGE
Maximum Conc

Enter
Value

Minimum Conc

Enter
Value

Figure 4-5.
Main menu for Range key.

Use this setting to scale the 4 to 20 mA output. The 4 to 20 mA output is
proportional to the moisture readings.
Maximum Conc.
Enter the moisture reading equivalent to 20 mA.
Minimum Conc.
Enter the moisture reading equivalent to 4 mA.
Example:
To scale the analog output to represent a 0 to 100 PPMV range enter the
following settings:
Maximum Conc.
Minimum Conc.

100
0
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Config Key
The Config key is used to define device and communication settings.

CONFIG
Display
Communication
Sample Gas
Clock
Verify Schedule
Production
Codes
Moisture Unit
Figure 4-6.
Main menu for the Config key.

System Test

Display

Select the format for the display you want to use.

Config
Display
Contrast

Enter Value
1 to 9

Back Light

On
Off

Font

Enter Value
0 or 1
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•

Contrast
Enter a value from 1 to 9. The default is 5.

•

Back Light
Select On or Off. The default is ON.

•

Font
This is a factory-set parameter that identifies
the type used for the display on the analyzer.

Communication
Select communication setup.

Config
Communication
Node
Address

Enter
Address

Baud Rate

9600
19200

RS-485
Mode
optional

Two Wire
Four Wire

Node Address
Enter the address for RS485 serial communications ( 0 - 240). Address 240 is
reserved (see the “Special Addresses” section in Chapter 5 for details).
Baud Rate
Select the baud rate at which you transfer data (9600 or 19200). The default
is 9600.
RS-485 Mode (Optional)
Select 2-wire or 4-wire. The default is 4-wire.
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Sample Gas
This list allows you to specify the sample gas you want to analyze.

Config
Sample Gas
Select Gas

Gas Saver

Enable
Disable

Sensor Saver

Enable
Disable

A ir
A rgon
B utane
C arbonD ioxide
C ustom G as
E thane
E thene
F reon12
F reon22
F reon32
F reon114
F reon116
F reon125
F reon134A
F reon152
H elium
H ydrogen
K rypton
N aturalG as
N eon
N itrogen
O xygen
P ropane
P ropene
SF6
X enon

G as K F actor

Select Gas
Press Enter to move to the listing of sample gases. Scroll up/down the list
to select the correct sample gas.

Custom gas
If you press the “Custom Gas ” selection, you will be prompted to enter
a Gas K Factor. The Gas K Factor is a parameter used by the mass flow
meter in the Model 3050-RM to adjust for the molar heat capacities of different gases. Nitrogen is used as the reference gas for the K factors, and
its value is defined as 1.000. To estimate the K factor for another gas, take
the ratio of the molar heat capacity (constant pressure) of nitrogen to that
of the sample gas. For example, the K factor of argon would be estimated
as follows:
Molar heat capacity of nitrogen
Molar heat capacity of argon
K factor
K factor
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= 29.12 JK-1mole-1
= 20.79 JK-1mole-1
= 29.12 JK-1mole-1/20.79 JK-1mole-1
= 1.401

In practice, some empirical modification is required; this helps to compensate for the non-ideal performance of the meter. For example, the actual
factor for argon is 1.395, rather than the 1.401 estimated in the example.
Please consult AMETEK Process Instruments for assistance, before running gases that are not listed in the menu on the 3050-RM analyzer.


NOTE

If a custom gas is entered, the conversion to units of dew point will be
based on an ideal gas model, without any enhancement factor.

Gas Saver
In the default configuration the Model 3050-RM analyzer runs with the
internal bypass valve open, so that the total flow through the analyzer
is greater than 1 SLPM. This high sample flow rate helps to improve the
response speed of the system. The gas-saver feature allows the user to
control the state of the bypass valve so that the analyzer runs on a sample
flow rate of 150 SCCM. The operation of the valve can be controlled
by checking the Gas Saver box (to close the bypass valve) or leaving it
unchecked(to leave the bypass valve open).
Sensor Saver
In the default configuration the Model 3050-RM analyzer operates with
a rapid cycle time to minimize system response time. The sensor-saver
feature allows the analyzer to operate with a slow cycle time, maximizing
the cell life but minimizing system response time. The operation of the
valve can be controlled by checking the Sensor Saver box (to operate with
a slow cycle time) or leaving it unchecked (to operate with a rapid cycle
time).
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Clock
Use this function to set the clock on your analyzer.
Year
Enter the 4-digit value for the year.

Config

Day
Enter the 2-digit value for the day.

Clock
Year

Enter Value

Day

Enter Value

Day of
Week
Month

Enter Value

Hour

Enter Value

Minute

Enter Value
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Day of the Week
Select the day of the week from the list.
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Month
Enter the 2-digit value for the month.
Hour
Enter the value using the 24-hour clock.
Minute
Enter the 2-digit value for minutes.

Verify Schedule
Use this function to schedule automatic analyzer verification.

Config
Verify Schedule

Never
Daily
Weekly
Monthly

Schedule
Type

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Day of
Week
Day of
Month

Enter Value
Enter Value

Hour

Enter Value

Duration

Schedule Type
Select one choice from the list:
• Never
• Daily
• Weekly
• Monthly
Day of the Week
Select the day of the week from the list.
Day of the Month
Enter the 2-digit value for the day of the month.
Hour
Enter the 2-digit value for the hour of the day using
a 24-hour clock. Zero is the starting hour.
Duration
Enter the verify period value in minutes.


NOTE

AMETEK recommends performing a verification cycle every week for
the first month of operation. After this start-up period, the analyzer
will have dried down sufficiently to increase the verification interval
to 1 month. AMETEK recommends that the duration of the verification cycle be set to 30 (i.e. - 30 minutes).
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Production Codes

Config
Generator
Production
Codes

Reference
Dryer
Dryer Config

Double
Single

Use this function to enter the production codes for the moisture generator
and dryer.
Generator
The production code for the moisture generator is required for proper operation of the analyzer. This number contains the nominal output of the
device, which is used to determine the analyzer span settings.
Reference Dryer
The dryer production code is required for proper operation of the analyzer. This number contains the dryer capacity value, which is used to estimate the life expectancy of the device. The options are single (one dryer)
or double (two dryers).
If you are using an analyzer equipped with a single dryer you will select Single and enter the Production Code. If you are using an analyzer
equipped with two dryers you will select Double and enter the Production Code.


NOTE
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Use caution, as entering a “new” value informs the analyzer that a
new dryer has been installed in the reference leg of the analyzer. The
remaining dryer capacity is reset when a new number is entered.

Moisture Units

Config

Moisture Unit

Select Unit

PPMV
Cengrade
Fahrenheit
lbs/mmscf
mg/Nm3
ppm W

Pressure (KPa)*
Pressure (KPa)*

Select Units
The units for the moisture readings can be selected from a list. Pressing
Enter at the “Select Units” prompt displays the list. (If a dew/frost point is
selected, you must enter a value for the process pressure in units of kPa.


NOTE

If you change the moisture units, remember to make the necessary
changes to the Alarm and Analog Range settings.
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System Test

Config
System Test
Test
Display

Start
Cancel

Test
Keypad

Press Key

Test Alarms

Open Contacts
Close Contacts

Test Analog
Out

4 mA Output
12 mA Output
20 mA Output

Test Serial
Com

Start
Cancel

Figure 4-7.
Main menu for System Test key.

Use the System Test Key to perform tests on various components of the
analyzer.
Test Display
Tests the display by providing a “checker board” pattern on the display.
Test Keypad
Tests the keypad by echoing characters to the display.
Test Alarms
Tests the alarm contacts by toggling them open / close.
Test Analog Output
Tests the analog output by allowing the user to set outputs to 4, 12 or 20 mA.
Test Serial Communications
Performs a “loop back” test and reports the result to the display.
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SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS

Protocol
The protocol used for the 3050-RM Moisture Analyzer is a master/slave,
command/response communication with the master initiating all transfers. The message format for transfers initiated by the master is seen in
Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1.
Message format for transfers
initiated by the master.

•

All elements of this protocol are sent as ASCII characters.

•

The Start Flag is the character ‘>’, $3E.

•

The End Flag is a carriage return, $0D.

•

The Node address is a two byte hexadecimal ASCII value in the range
$00 through $EF.

•

Addresses $F0 through $FF are reserved.

•

The command byte is a single ASCII character.

•

The Data field is of variable length and contains ASCII characters.

•

The checksum is a two byte ASCII hexadecimal field representing the
modulo 256 sum of Node Address, Command Byte, and Data fields
(excludes the start flag).

•

A master can issue a wildcard in lieu of a checksum.
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The checksum for a slave response is the modulo 256 sum of all characters
preceding the checksum including the response code. The message format
for slave responses containing a data field is seen in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2.
Slave response
message format.

The message format for slave acknowledge without a data field is seen in
Figure 5-3 .

Figure 5-3.
Message format for
slave acknowledge.

The message format for slave failure response is seen in Figure 5-4.

Figure 5-4.
Slave failure response
format.
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Special Addresses
Addresses $F0 through $FF are reserved for special functions with address
$F0 used as a broadcast address.

Address $F0
Node address $F0 is used as a single point address, i.e. it is intended for
use in configurations with a single slave. The slave will respond to all
messages with node address $F0. You must be careful to prevent multiple
slaves from receiving commands with the broadcast address as this will
cause a bus contention.

Defined Commands (master to slave)
There are a total of nine commands that can be issued from the master.
These are listed in the Figure 5-5.

Figure 5-5.
Defined Commands table.
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Echo (A)
Echo implements a loop back function to test the integrity of the serial
communication. Any text transmitted by the master is returned.
Example:

Master:		
Slave:		

>99ABCDEFG4E[CR]
AABCDEFG1D[CR]

Bad Command (B)
This command is not recognized by the slave. It will therefore result in a
type 01 failure response.
Master:		
Slave:

>99BB4[CR]
N01[CR]

Acknowledge (C )
Requests a simple acknowledge from the slave. Useful to determine if
there is a device at that node address.
Master:		
Slave:		

>99CB5[CR]
A[CR]

Read Data (F)
The data field of this frame contains the handle for a system variable. See
Figures 5-7a and 5-7b for a list of defined handles for system variables.
Example:

Master:		
Slave:		

>34F0512[CR]
A1234540[CR]

Start Verify (G)
Initiates a verify cycle.
Example:

Master:		
Slave:		
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>34G??[CR]
A[CR]

(Note the use of wildcard in place of checksum)

Write Data (H)
The data field of this frame contains the handle for a system variable. See
Figures 5-7a and 5-7b for a list of defined handles for system variables.
Example:

Master:
Slave:		

>34H05123.40C[CR]
A[CR]

Write Cell EEPROM (L)
Copy cell serial number and cell calibration coefficients into cell EEPROM.
Example:

Master:		
Slave:		

>34LB3[CR]
A[CR]

Quit (Q)
Verify cycle is terminated immediately and normal operation resumed .
Example:

Master:		
Slave:		

>34QB8[CR]
A[CR]
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Defined Responses (slave to master)
There are three possible responses to a communication transfer initiated
by the master. These are a Simple Acknowledge, Acknowledge with Data,
and a Failure message.

Simple Acknowledge
If the received command does not require data to be returned, a simple
acknowledge consisting of an ASCII ‘A’ will be sent.
Example:
Slave:		

A[CR]

Acknowledge with Data
If a command issued by the master requires data in response, an Acknowledge with Data response will be issued. This response consists of an ACSII
‘A’ followed by data and checksum.
Example:
Slave:		

A0123456A6[CR]

Failure
All failure responses consist of an ASCII ‘N’ followed by a two byte hexadecimal ASCII failure code. Defined failure codes are given in the table
below.
Example:
Slave:		
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N01[CR]

Figure 5-6.
Defined Failure Codes.
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Figure 5-7a.
Variable Table.
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Figure 5-7b.
Variable Table.
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UHP CONFIGURATOR SOFTWARE SETUP

UHP Configurator Software
The Configurator software provides a graphical user interface to set up
parameters for either a single analyzer or multiple analyzers.


NOTE

Though you can set and view parameters for multiple analyzers using
the Configurator software, you can only work with one analyzer at any
time.

UHP Configurator Software Installation
1.

Insert the configurator software CD into CD ROM drive.

2.

The installation program should begin to run immediately. If it does
not start automatically, click RUN... from the Windows Start menu.
Type the drive letter, followed by a colon ( : ) and a backslash (\) and the
word “setup.exe” (d:\setup.exe) and click OK to start the installation
program.

3.

Follow the instructions on the subsequent screens to complete the installation. When you get to the Setup Complete screen, click Finish to
complete the installation. The default location for the UHP software is
in the AMETEK, Inc. folder.



Turn off all power saving modes.

NOTE
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Configuring the 3050-RM
This section provides instructions for setting up your operating parameters
using the Configurator software.

General Tab
Use the General tab to view the current configuration and define parameters
for the analyzer and for PC communications (Figure 6-1).

Figure 6-1.
Gerneral Tab screen.


NOTE

After initial setup, any changes to the analyzer communications parameters must be made using the Device Communications tab. These
changes must be made before you make any changes to the computer
serial port settings.

PC Communications
Click the Setup button to configure PC Communications. The Serial Port
Communication screen opens (Figure 6-2).

Figure 6-2.
PC Serial
Communications
setup screen.
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Port

Select the COM port on your computer where the connection
to the analyzer is installed.

Baud Rate

Select the baud rate at which data will be transferred.

RS-232 Port

Click if the analyzer is connected to an RS-232 port.

RS-485 Port

Click if the analyzer is connected to an RS-485 port.

Address

Type the network address to which the analyzer is connected.

Saving Your Settings
To save PC Communications settings, click OK.
To abort changes you have made, click Cancel.

Device
Refer to Figure 6-1.
Name

Type in a name for the analyzer.

Description

Type in a description for the analyzer.

Save Configuration button
Save the analyzer’s internal parameters to a file. The Save As
dialog box opens so that you can name and save the file.
Restore Configuration button
Restore the analyzer’s internal parameters from a file. The
Open dialog box appears so that you can select and open the
file.


NOTE

The Restore Configuration button can also be used to restore the analyzer
communication parameters.

Live Data
Checked
Not checked

The system connects to and uses live data from the analyzer.
The system uses demonstration data.
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Status
Indicates if the analyzer is on-line, off-line, or in demo mode.
On-Line

The PC and analyzer are connected and communicating
properly.

Off-Line

The Live Data box is checked on the General tab and the
connection is broken or off-line.

Demo Mode

The Live Data box is not checked on the General tab. No
analyzer is connected through the serial port. This allows you
to exercise program options without communication with the
analyzer.

Serial Numbers
The analyzer name and analyzer software version are displayed on the first line
in the upper right-hand corner. The analyzer serial number and sensor serial
number, and the moisture generator and dryer codes are also displayed.
In the lower right-hand corner, above the Help button, is the Configurator
software version number.

Saving Your Settings
To save settings on the General tab, click Apply.
To save settings and exit the program, click Apply+Exit.
To abort changes you have made, click Cancel+Exit. This will close the
Configurator software program.

Device Communications Tab


NOTE

For initial setup of PC communication parameters, use the Setup button
on the General tab.

Configuring Multiple Analyzers
Use the Device Communications tab to set the analyzer’s communication
parameters to agree with the PC settings when controlling analyzers in a
daisy chain.
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Changing Communication Parameters
•

Change the ANALYZER parameter(s) first.

•

Click Apply to confirm the change. This may cause the analyzer to go
off-line.

•

Change the PC settings or physical wires/cables.

•

Reset the analyzer by recycling power.

Figure 6-3.
Device Communications
setup screen.

Baud Rate
Select the baud rate at which data will be transferred.

RS-485
Identifies the analyzer’s address and the type of serial communication cable
that is being used.
Address

Type the network address for the analyzer being connected.
Two-Wire RS-485 Click if you are using a 2-wire cable.
Four-Wire RS-485 Click if you are using a 4-wire cable.

Saving Your Settings
To save settings on the Device Communications tab, click Apply.
To save settings and exit the program, click Apply+Exit.
To abort changes you have made, click Cancel+Exit. This will close the
Configurator software program.
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Setup Tab
Use the Setup tab to define analyzer parameters.

Figure 6-4.
Setup tab.

Gas

Select the gas being sampled.


NOTE

Dewpoint Temp - If you select dewpoint temp, the Process Pressure box
is activated and you must enter a process pressure parameter in kPa.

Units

Select the unit of measurement.

Sensor Saver check box

Check to enable Sensor Saver. This feature allows the analyzer to operate
with a slow cycle time to maximize cell life.

Gas Saver check box

Check to enable Gas Saver. This feature allows you to minimize gas usage.

4-20 mA Output

Set up your analog output range.
20 mA
4 mA

Enter your high analog output limit.
Enter your low analog output limit.

Hold during Verify Check this box to hold analyzer output during verification.

Alarm Output

Set up the limits for the concentration alarm.
Enable
Check this box to enable the concentration alarm.
High Limit
Enter the high limit for the concentration alarm.
Low Limit
Enter the low limit for the concentration alarm.
To Save settings on the Setup tab, click Apply.
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Schedule Tab
Use the Schedule tab to schedule routine Zero.

Figure 6-5.
Schedule tab.

Abort Button

Click to terminate verification or zero.

Verify Now Button

Click to begin verify cycle now.

Adjust Span check box
Checked

The analyzer performs a span adjustment at the end
of the verify cycle.
The analyzer verifies only.

Not checked

Set Clock

(Time Synchronization) Click Set Clock to synchronize the clock within the
analyzer with the PC. The Time Synchronization box opens with the PC
time and date and the analyzer time and date. Click Synchronize to set the
time, or click Cancel to close the box.

Set Dryer Production Code

Click to enter the Dryer Production Code for the dryer that is installed in
the analyzer. Click OK to accept.



You must enter a new dryer code each time you replace the dryer.

NOTE
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Figure 6-6.
Dryer and Moisture
Generator code entry
screens.

Set Moisture Generator Production Code

Click to enter the Moisture Generator Production Code. Click OK to accept.

Verification Duration

Enter the verification duration in minutes. The system defaults to the minimum time required.

Scheduled Verification

Schedule routine verifications by clicking the Daily, Weekly, or Monthly
button
Never
Daily



No verify will be done. Scheduling slots at the bottom of the
box are not available.
Select the time of day by entering a number in the Hour slot
at the bottom of the box.
The analyzer uses a 24-hour clock. Example: 1:00 PM = 13 hours.

NOTE

Weekly

Monthly

Select the day of the week from the drop-down list under
Day of the week at the bottom of the box. You must also
enter a time of day (1 through 24) in the Hour slot to begin
the verify.
Enter the numeric (1 through 28) day of the month in the
Day slot, and the time (1 through 24) in the Hour slot to begin
verify.

Saving Your Settings
To save settings on the Schedule tab, click Apply.
To save settings and exit the program, click Apply+Exit.
To abort changes you have made, click Cancel+Exit. This will close the
Configurator software program.
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Status Tab
Use the Status tab to view current readings and the status of the analyzer.

Figure 6-7.
Status tab.

Upload Data

Click Upload Data to save data from the analyzer to a file. The Save As screen
opens so that you can browse to where you want to save the file. The file
format is Excel-compatible CSV format. Concentration readings data for the
last 24 hours can be written to this file from the analyzer ’s data buffer.

Monitor Tab
Use the Monitor tab to check on analyzer operation. From this tab you can
also collect data from the analyzer.

Figure 6-8.
Monitor tab.
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		Data Capture
The data capture feature allows the user to collect and save analyzer data
displayed on the Monitor screen to an Excel compatible file.
On
Press the ON button to start data collection. Specify the file name in the
“Save As” dialog and press “Save” button. The file format is “.csv” which
is Excel compatible. All data displayed on the Monitor page will be stored
in the specified file.

Figure 6-8b. Monitor
tab - Save As.

Off		
Data collection will terminate and the file will close when the Off button is
pressed or another configurator tab is selected.
Rate		
The preferred data collection rate is “0.5” minutes and is set as the default.
A record is created every 30 seconds. The collection rate can be increased
to one minute or more.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

Alarms
Following is a table of alarm messages (Figure 7-1) for the AMETEK 3050RM Moisture Analyzer. If there is a problem, the alarm will appear on the
LCD screen on the third and fourth line.
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SERVICE AND PARTS
Parts Replacement

!

CAUTION

Make sure that power has been disconnected from the analyzer before
attempting to remove or replace any of the parts.

Figure 8-1.
Model 3050 RM exploded view.
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Figure 8-2.
Sample System
Model 3050 RM.

Figure 8-3.
Sensor removal in
Model 3050 RM.
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Sensor
Removing the sensor
1.

Remove the top cover from the analyzer.

2.

Remove the cover from the oven assembly. Facing the front of the
Model 3050 RM analyzer, the sensor is the small PC board with two
metal cans in the center of the sample manifold plate (Figure 8-2).

3.

Disconnect the two 1/16” fittings that connect the sensor to the stream
switching valve manifold in the center of the sample manifold plate
(Figure 8-3).

4.

Lift the sensor assembly from the oven compartment being careful
to free the ribbon cable attached to it from the other wires that pass
through to the electronics compartment.

5.

Disconnect the ribbon cable from the analog interface board and discard the old sensor.

Installing the sensor
1.

Mount the new sensor on the stream switching valve manifold by
carefully inserting and tightening the two 1/16” fittings.

2.

Run the ribbon cable from the sensor through the slotted opening in
the oven wall into the electronics compartment.

3.

Connect the ribbon cable plug to position P2 on the analog interface
board (Figure 8-10).

4.

Replace the oven lid and secure it with the two nuts.

5.

Replace the analyzer cover and secure it with the mounting screws.


NOTE

Use caution when disconnecting the moisture generator and pressure
transducer from the sample system. The tubes are delicate and care
should be taken not to transfer torque to them.
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Mass Flow Meter
Removing the mass flow meter
1.

Remove the top cover from the analyzer.

2.

Remove the cover for the oven assembly. Facing the front of the
Model 3050-RM analyzer, the mass flow meter is the small black box
on the left-hand side of the sample oven (Figure 8-2).

3.

Disconnect the 1/16 inch fittings on all four sample tubes, which are
located on the bracket in the center of the sample oven (Figure 8-1).

4.

Remove the four nuts that secure the sample manifold plate (the
square aluminum mounting plate, located in the front section of the
oven), and gently lift the manifold out of the oven.


NOTE

All of the wiring connections should still be intact at this time; you
will need to rest the sample manifold plate on top of the analyzer to
remove the flow meter.

5.

Disconnect the cable from the flowmeter (Figure 8-4).

6.

Disconnect the 1/16 inch tubing connections at both ends of the flow
meter (Figure 8-4).

7.

From the bottom side of the sample manifold plate, remove the screws
securing the flowmeter (Figure 8-4). Remove the old flow meter, and
set it aside.

Installing the mass flow meter
1.

Attach the new flow meter to the sample manifold plate.

2.

Reconnect the 1/16 inch fittings to the inlet and outlet of the new flow
meter.

3.

Reconnect the cable to the flow meter.

4.

Place the sample manifold plate back in the oven and secure with the
four mounting screws.
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5.

Reconnect all four 1/16 fittings on the bracket in the center of the oven.

6.

Replace the oven lid, and secure it with the two nuts.

7.

Replace the analyzer cover, and secure it with the mounting nuts.

Figure 8-4.
Model 3050 RM Mass
flow meter.
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Moisture Generator
Removing the moisture generator
1.

Remove the top cover from the analyzer.

2.

Remove the cover for the oven assembly. Facing the front of the
3050-RM analyzer, the moisture generator is located left- center on the
sample manifold plate, above the pressure transducer, between the
flowmeter and the sensor assembly. See Figure 8-2.

3.

Disconnect the 1/16 inch fittings on all four sample tubes, which are
located on the bracket in the center of the sample oven (Figure 8-5).

4.

Remove the four nuts that secure the sample manifold plate (the
square aluminum mounting plate, located in the front section of the
oven), and gently lift the manifold out of the oven (Figure 8-5).


NOTE

All of the wiring connections should still be intact at this time; you
will need to rest the sample manifold plate on top of the analyzer to
perform the valve replacement.

5.

Carefully, disconnect the 1/16 inch fitting on the pressure transducer.

6.

Carefully, disconnect both 1/16 inch fittings on the moisture generator.

7.

Remove the nuts holding the mounting bracket for the moisture generator. The moisture generator bracket, containing both the generator
and the pressure transducer, can now be lifted from the sample manifold plate (Figure 8-5).

Figure 8-5.
Model 3050-RM moisture
generator.
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NOTE

8.

Note the position of the moisture generator in the bracket and how it
is oriented to the mounting screws and the gas connections.

Remove the old generator from the bracket, and set it aside.
Use caution when disconnecting the moisture generator and pressure
transducer from the sample system. The tubes are delicate and care
should be taken not to transfer torque to them.

Figure 8-6.
Removing the moisture
generator and pressure

Installing the new moisture generator
1.

Install the new moisture generator on the mounting bracket in the
correct orientation (Figure 8-6) and remount the bracket on the sample
manifold plate.

2.

Carefully reconnect the 1/16 inch fittings (two on the generator and
one on the pressure transducer).

3.

Place the sample manifold plate back in the oven and secure with the
four mounting nuts.

4.

Reconnect all four 1/16 fittings on the bracket in the center of the oven.

5.

Replace the oven lid, and secure it with the two nuts (Figure 8-1).

6.

Replace the analyzer cover and secure it with the mounting screws.

7.

Power up the analyzer. Wait until the boot-up sequence is complete.
Enter the new moisture generator production code in the software
(refer to Chapter 4 for details).
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Solenoid Valves
1.

Remove the top cover from the analyzer.

2.

Remove the cover for the oven assembly.

3.

Disconnect the 1/16 inch fittings on all four sample tubes, which are
located on the bracket in the center of the sample oven (Figure 8-7a).

4.

Remove the four nuts that secure the sample manifold plate (the
square aluminum mounting plate, located in the front section of the
oven), and gently lift the manifold out of the oven (Figure 8-5).


NOTE

5.

All of the wiring connections should still be intact at this time; you
will need to rest the sample manifold plate on top of the analyzer to
perform the valve replacement.

If you are replacing any of the three-way solenoid valves, disconnect
the 1/16 inch fitting that connects the top port on the valve to the exhaust manifold (Figure 8-7a and 8-7b).


NOTE

Figure 8-7a.
Model 3050 RM.
Solenoids.
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If you are removing the 3-way solenoid that is directly behind the fan,
you will need to remove the fan first (Figure 8-7a) so that you can access the screws that hold the solenoid in place.

6.

Using a flat-head screwdriver, remove the screws that hold the valve
body to the manifold; set the screws aside. Lift-off the solenoid valve
and reserve the O-rings for the replacement solenoid.

Installing the new solenoid
1.

Carefully, mount the new solenoid valve on the valve manifold using
the two flat-head screws. Ensure that both O-ring seals are properly
seated.

2.

If you are replacing one of the three-way valves, reconnect the 1/16
inch fitting to the appropriate port on the exhaust manifold.

3.

Place the sample manifold plate back in the oven and secure with the
four mounting screws.

4.

Reconnect all four 1/16 fittings on the bracket in the center of the oven
(Figure 8-2).

5.

Replace the oven lid and secure it with the two nuts (Figure 8-1).

6.

Replace the analyzer cover and secure it with the mounting screws.

Figure 8-7a.
Model 3050 RM.
Solenoid Replacement.
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Dryers / Contaminant Traps
Removing the dryers
1.

At the rear of the analyzer, locate the dryer compartment on the righthand side (Figure 8-8).

2.

Use a 7/64” hex wrench to loosen the four captured screws on the
compartment cover.

3.

Remove the cover from the analyzer.

4.

The single dryer is located in the bottom position. If your analyzer is
equipped with two dryers or a dryer and a trap there will be a dryer
in bottom position and a dryer or a trap in the top position.

5.

Loosen the 1/8 inch fittings on the dryer(s)/trap and remove the
dryer(s)/trap from the analyzer. Discard the used gaskets from the fittings.

Figure 8-8.
Model 3050 RM.
Dryers
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Installing the new dryer / trap
Minimize the time that the dryer is exposed to the atmosphere after
removing the protective caps. AMETEK recommends that the dryer
be exposed for less than a minute.

!

CAUTION

1.

Insert the replacement dryer into the dryer port on the analyzer. Use
the new gaskets provided with the dryer in each of the fittings.

2.

Tighten the fittings until they are finger tight.

3

Install the dryer mounting screws to secure the dryer to the bracket.

4.

Tighten both of the fittings so that the nuts are 1/8th of a turn past finger tight.

5.

If you have a second dryer or trap. Repeat Steps 1 through 4 for the
second dryer or trap.

6.

Place the dryer compartment cover onto the rear of the analyzer and
secure with the four captured screws.

7.

Enter the production code for the new dryer.

!

CAUTION

8.

The dryer production code is entered only once even if your analyzer
is equipped with two dryers.

Power up the analyzer. Wait until the boot-up sequence is complete.
-

Press TEST/CONFIG.
Scroll down to “Production Codes” and press Enter.

-

Select “Reference Dryer” and press Enter to enter the production
code. Press Enter.

-

Select “Dryer Config” and choose either Single (for one dryer analyzer) or Double, if your analyzer is equipped with two dryers.

-

Press Cancel several times to reverse through the menu and return to the normal operating screen.
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Maintenance of the Electronic Module
The electronics module was designed to easily identify and service the
boards and power supplies used in the Model 3050 RM Analyzer. These
components include:
•
•
•
•

MCU Assembly
Analog Interface Assembly
Power Supply
Fan

Removing the Electronic Module from the 3050 RM

!

CAUTION

Disconnect all power to the analyzer before removing the electronic
module.

Tools required
•
•
•

1/4” nut driver
1/16” hex wrench
Phillips and slotted screwdrivers

Procedure for removing the electronics module
Use Figure 8-9 as a reference for locating the items described in this procedure.
•

Locate the four (4) Phillips head screws on the electronics module.

•

Using the appropriate tool, remove the mounting hardware.

•

With all the interconnecting wiring and tubing still attached, remove
the electronic module from the 3050 RM assembly by pulling up and
slightly towards the front of the analyzer.

•

Once you remove the electronics module from the assembly, you can
place it on the analyzer cabinet as a resting fixture. However, take
care not to scratch the analyzer cabinet with the electronics module
(a piece of cardboard can be placed under the electronics module to
protect the cabinet).

All of the components are now accessible for maintenance or replacement.
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Figure 8-9.
Electronic Module
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Analog Interface PCB
The Analog Interface PCB (AMETEK Part #591210901) is located on top of
the MCU PCB at the front of the electronic module (Figure 8-9).

Removing the analog interface PCB
•

Remove the four knurled screws that hold the board in place.

•

Unplug the connectors attached to the board (Figure 8-10).

•

Carefully, lift the board until it slides free of the connector.

Replacing the analog interface PCB
•

Position the new analog interface PCB on the connector and press
firmly to insert.

•

Replace the screws removed earlier. Do not overtighten.

•

Plug in the analog interface board connectors.

MCU PCB
The MCU PCB (AMETEK Part #59130901) is located below the Analog
Interface PCB (Figure 8-6).

Removing the MCU PCB
•

Remove the analog interface PCB as described in the previous section.

•

Using a 1/16” hex wrench, remove the four standoffs that hold the
MCU board in place. Unplug all connectors (Figure 8-11).

Replacing the MCU PCB
•

Install the new MCU PCB on the mounting plate using the four standoffs removed and a 1/16” hex wrench.

•

Remount the analog interface PCB as described in the previous section.
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Sensor

LCD Display

Front Panel

P1
P2
P8
P9
P11
P12
P14

Thermistor
Sensor
LCD Display
Front Panel
Single Fan and Dual Fan
DC Power
System Alarm
DC Power

Figure 8-10.
Analog Interface
Board Connections

Fan
(Single)

Fan
(Dual)

System Alarm

Battery
(Solder Side)

RS-232

RS-485

P2
P3-1
P3-3
P4

RS-485
Reference Valve
Sample Valve
RS-232
Reference Valve P3-1

Sample Valve P3-3

Figure 8-11.
MCU PCB Connections
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Reinstalling the Electronic Module
Once you have serviced the various components in the electronics module,
reassemble the analyzer.
1.

Carefully reposition the electronic module above and to the front of
the analyzer. Lower the module into the analyzer so the screws at the
four corners can be attached.

2.

Attach the mounting plate of the electronic module to the analyzer assembly using the four screws you removed earlier.
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Board Connections
User Interface Board

Heater Wire

RS-485

120 Volt

System
Alarm

120-Volt

System Alarm
RS-485

P1
P3
P4
P5

Heater Wire
120-Volt
RS-485
System Alarm

Circuit Side
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Spare Parts
Battery, Lithium					280750043
Fuse, 2 Amp, 250V					271291001
LCD Display with 6-inch cable			

591132901

MCU Board						305110907S
MFM - Mass Flow Meter				

305449901S

PCB Assembly, Analog Interface			

591144901

PCB Assembly, User Interface				

591200901

Power Supply (+/-15 V, 5V)				

T460-048

Power Supply (24 V)					271768001
Dryer							583072901S
Pressure Transducer					305450901S
Moisture Generator					305010901S
Sensor Assembly					305122901S
Sensor - Sour Natural Gas				

305122902S

Sensor - Carbon Dioxide				

305122903S

Capillary Tubes (Matched Set)			

305431901S

Sample System Manifold				305002901S
Contaminant Trap					305921901
Capillary Tubes (matched set) - 		

305431903S

For use with contaminant trap or
second dryer configuration.
SAFETY CRITICAL COMPONENTS
Thermostat

Recognized/Certified component

269253001

Fan

Recognized/Certified component

271767001
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QUICK REFERENCE CARD

Reference Chapter 3 of the 3050-RM Moisture Analyzer manual.

INSTALLATION AND START-UP
Incoming sample temperature
Optimum input gas temperature

0 °C and 100 °C
60 °C ± 5 °C

Minimum input pressure
Maximum pressure

20 PSIG
50 PSIG

Wiring
Sample Input Tubing

22 gauge twisted/shielded pair
1/8” OD, electropolished 316L VAR SS

ANALYZER PARAMETERS
Verify Key:
Hold Outputs
Adjust Ofst/Span
Verify
			
Abort

Enable or Disable
Enable or Disable
Runs internal moisture generator
on demand
Aborts verify cycle

Alarm Key:
Make sure power is off before you begin installation.
Rear Panel Connections:
1. Remove terminal cover to access interface board.
2. Install main process shut-off valve and pressure regulator at sample tap.
Gas Connections:
1. Remove caps from sample inlet fitting and exhaust fitting and connect
sample input tube and exhaust tube. Vent exhaust to vent system.
2. Select 120 or 240VAC on voltage selector. Mark operating voltage on rear
panel.
Electrical Connections:
1. Make sure the installed power cord has an approved terminator plug per
NEC and CEC regulations.
2. Wire the analyzer per requirements for hazardous or non-hazardous location
per instructions in Chapter 3 of the manual.
Communications Connections:
1. Connect 4-to-20 mA analog output and alarm/data valid terminals on interface board to analyzer using metallic signal conduit.
2. Connect the RS-232 or RS-485 serial communications to analyzer. RS-485
connection shares same cable and metallic signal conduit as analog output
and alarm/data valid contacts.
3. RS-485 Communications: RS-485 terminator switch is turned to “ON,” only
if your unit is a dedicated analyzer or if it is the last analyzer in a chain of
multiple analyzers.

Replace all analyzer covers before continuing.
Initial Startup:
1. Open the main shutoff valve at the source.
2. Turn on the AC power at the source.
3. Once the sample flow starts, the analyzer will be in normal operating mode.
Allow analyzer to warm up for 45 minutes.

High Limit
Low Limit
Enable Alarm

Enter value in PPMV
Enter value in PPMV
Select enable or disable

Analog Range Key:
Maximum Concentration
Enter moisture concentration equivalent to 20 mA.
Minimum Concentration
Enter moisture concentration equivalent to 4 mA.

Test Config Key:
Display
Contrast
Back Light

Default is 5
Default is ON.

Communication
Baud Rate
RS-485 Mode

Default is 9600
Default is 4-wire

Sample Gas
Select the gas you want to analyze.
Clock
Enter hours using the 24-hour clock.
Verify Schedule
Schedule Type, Day of Week, Day of Month,
Hour and Duration
Production Codes
Production codes for the moisture generator and
reference dryers.
System Test
Test Display
Test Keypad
Test Alarms
Test Analog Output
Test Serial Communications

Dry Down:
Allow 1 to 3 days for the analyzer to dry down and stabilize. At end of dry down
period, concentration value on display will be stable and recorded data will level
off.
Verify Cycle:
We do not recommend performing a verify cycle during initial startup. The analyzer and its internal generator should be allowed to equilibrate for at
least 24 hours before you run a verify cycle.
Press the Verify key and the #8 key (arrow down) until you see “Verify.” Press the Enter key to select. The verify cycle takes about 30 minutes.
When the verify cycle is complete, the analyzer adjusts the span and automatically returns to normal sampling.

PPmV
Centigrade
Fahrenheit
lbs/mnscf
mg/Nm3
ppmW

